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UNIT 2 
 

Task 1 Answer MAX 6 

 One mark for each correct pair of tags in the correct location: 
i.e.  
<h1> </h1>  
<center> </center> 
<b> </b> 
 
<a href=”url”> </a> (Note http:// is required or the link will not 
work correctly on many devices) 
 
Accept either <p> or <p> </p> (No need to close p) 
Accept alternative  tags e.g. <big></big> instead of 
<h1></h1>, etc 
 
Accept alternative solutions which work. (Only if the identical 
formatting would be achieved.) 
 
<html><body> 

<center> 

<h1>Wanted!</h1> 

<p> <b><i> Your old mobile phone for cash! </i></b></p> 

<p> Click to visit <a href="http://www.phonerecycle.co.uk/"> 
www.phonerecycle.co.uk </a></p>  

(Note: One mark for a href  
One mark for http://) 
 
</center> 

<p> Here at PhoneRecycle we can pay you for your old working 
mobile phones. We recycle the components and refurbish 
handsets ready for their next use. Please visit our website for a 
quote <b><u>today!</u></b></p> 

</body></html> 

Note: Condone missing <html> and <body> tags. 
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Task 2 Answer MAX 9 

 Declare JudgeMark=0 
Declare maxMark =0 
Declare minMark=6 
Declare total=0 
Declare FinalMark=0 
 
1 Repeat              (for i = 1 to 6) 
2  input JudgeMark 
 
3    if JudgeMark>maxMark  
4     then maxMark=JudgeMark 
5    endif 
 
6    if JudgeMark<minMark 
7     then minMark=JudgeMark 
8     endif 
 
9     total=total+JudgeMark 
 
10 Until 6 loops   (end for) 
 
11 total=total-minMark 
12 total=total-maxMark 
13 FinalMark = total/4 
 
14 output “Highest:” 
15 output maxMark 
16 output “lowest Mark:” 
17 output minMark 
18 output “Final Mark” 
19 output FinalMark 
 
 
Line numbers not necessary Ignore 
indentation or lack of it.  
 
Accept alternative solutions as long as they 
provide the exact same result. 
 
Condone no variable declaration 

 
 
 
 
 
 
(awarded at line 10) 
1 (input) 
 
1 (IF mark or award 
for line 6) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 adding total 
 
1 (loop mark) 
 
1 (discard lowest) 
1 (discard highest) 
1 (divide logic) 
 
1 (output text – 
award for any valid 
output) 
 
1 (output –any valid 
variable) 
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Task 3 Answer MAX 15 

 11-15 Marks 
 

The candidate has produced a complete 
working solution to the task. The program is 
written efficiently and has been compiled. Crabs 
turn left, right, up and down on key press and a 
sound is played when a wombat is eaten. A crab 
eats the wombat when they collide, adding to 
the counter. The program has been written 
coherently, technical terms have been used 
correctly, the meaning is clear and there are no 
errors in spelling and punctuation. 
 
Only award 15 if all tasks completed correctly 
(including naming of files correctly and all tasks 
implemented fully) 
 

 

6-10 Marks 
 

The candidate has produced a working solution. 
The program has been compiled but one or 
more of the elements is missing or incomplete. 
Technical terms have been used correctly, the 
meaning is clear and there are few errors in 
spelling and punctuation. 

Trivial syntax errors that prevent compilation of 
an otherwise functional solution should not be 
penalised. 

1-5 Marks 
 

The candidate has produced a partial solution to 
the task but there is some evidence of 
functionality. Technical terms, where used, are 
correct, but there are significant errors in 
spelling and punctuation. 

Only award 5 if the file is saved as 
FinalWJECCrabs 

0 Marks No valid response 

Total Marks for Paper: 30 Marks 
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